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Reviewer's report:

Strength:

The authors were experienced with 14 dermatomyositis patients treated with hemoperfusion. They manage to identify factors associated with mortality in CADM with RPIP.

Limitation:

1. Small sample/retrospective.

It is difficult to recruit patients with rare condition for a prospective study, but the small sample size of only 14 patients would definitely be prone to bias and type 2 error.

2. There was no predefined protocol for the choice of immunosuppressant and no data about the dosage of pulse steroid therapy, although there is no significant difference between survivor and non-survivor with regards to the choice of immunosuppressant.

3. The primary outcome is to identify the risk factors for mortality in patients with hemoperfusion. The risk factors include presence of anti-MDA5 antibodies, low PF ratio, low platelet, elevated LDH, low SP-D and higher ferritin. Recently, there has been increasing evidence that the presence of anti-MDA5 antibodies is associated with poor outcome and presence of anti-MDA5 antibodies is associated with high ferritin and low SP-D. [satoshi I. Interstitial lung disease in clinically amopathic dermatomyositis with and without anti-MDA-5 antibody: to lump or split. BMC pulm Med 2015; 15: 159] On the other hand, it is not possible to perform multivariate analysis in such small sample size, to assess if ferritin/SP-D level are confounders.

The low PF ratio in non-survivor may suggest they are suffering from more severe disease. I have some interest to know if the severity scores, e.g. APACHE, were similar between survivors and non-survivors.
The platelet counts were lower in the non-survivors, though the median platelet were within normal range. I am curious what is the proportion of the patients diagnosed with thrombocytopenia in each group and the cause e.g. DIC identified in thrombocytopenic patients. You may check if any deranged clotting profile or low fibrinogen.

4. Hemoperfusion were well known to lead to decrease in platelet, white cell, HMGB-1 in septic patients. However the findings may not be translated to a better clinical outcome. In the study, the white cell and platelet counts decreased together with HMFB-1 level but the PF ratio did not improve. On contrary, a case series by the same authors showed improvement in PF ratio and good clinical outcome with hemoperfusion, and I am curious whether if any of the three cases had anti-MDA-5 antibodies. [Ichiyasu H. Favorable outcome with hemoperfusion of polymyxin B-immobilised fiber column for rapidly progressive interstitial pneumonia associated with clinically amyopathic dermatomyositis: report of three cases. Mod Rheumatol 2014; 24 (2): 361-5]

5. The effect of hemoperfusion versus conventional therapy is not well-investigated. The authors were experienced with 14 dermatomyositis patients treated with hemoperfusion. Maybe the authors can compare the survival of patients with and without hemoperfusion.
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